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The House on the Hill

Once, there lived a mad Animal . It sat on a group word (pack__hoard__collection_etc) of Plural noun

in a big house, its left eye constantly twitching. It watched over the village, as the house it owned was on a big

hill, and wondered what it would be like to eat a Noun . This was something it could only dream of

experiencing.

One day, a young boy called First name decided that he wanted to change this. Why should the poor

animal miss out on sinking his teeth into a noun ? first name Verb around the

village for Number hours, thinking about how he might be able to get the animal to eat a

noun then was hit in the Body part by a Noun . Interjection (put_inside_'_') ; He

shrieked. Then he came up with an idea.

Wait, no... not gravity. He waited for a few more Adjective objects to hit him on the body part to

try and come up with an idea, but instead he was knocked unconscious. He was left lying in the Place

for Number days, then woke up to the sound of a Noun Verb ending in ing . "KEEP IT

DOWN,



WOULD YOU?!"; He cried out. But it was no use. He was already far away, on top of a Noun .

Suddenly, a Adjective Animal Past tense verb on his leg and pretended to be a

Noun so he had to call his friend First name . She was at his side within Number seconds

of the phone-call, fighting off the animal with what looked to be a Noun .

first name suddenly grew sick of this, and caught his Adjective Vehicle to the top of

animal hill, where it was waiting for him- stomach empty and taste-buds bare as a Noun

Body part . He knew how to get the noun all along. He just had to believe.

He Past tense verb for a short amount of time, then clapped his hands and jumped onto a Noun .

The noun changed to a Colour sort of colour, then shifted to Colour and finally

Colour . Then it sparkled, Past tense verb and became a Noun .

This was the moment first name had been waiting for. The noun Verb ending in ing became

a Noun Verb ending in ing on a Noun and finally exploded into a thousand pieces.

first name picked



up one of these, and he knew that it was a noun . He could see how Adjective and

Adjective it was- just like the noun he read about in Book title . He said his last goodbyes,

then passed it to the now-rabid animal silently sobbing to himself.

The animal nodded solemnly, and nibbled at the noun then smiled and gulped the rest of it

down whole. "That was amazing,"; it said. "How will I ever thank you?";

first name paused. "Would you.... teach me how to Verb for someone special?";

The animal nodded, then croaked, "On one condition.";

"I'll take any condition from you."; first name murmured into the darkness.

"The condition is for you to admit that... I'm that 'someone special'; you wanted to verb for.";

first name was shocked. "How did you guess?";

"I saw it on your social networking site . It says that you're married to me.";

"Oh."; first name said.



Then they lived happily ever after until first name died of natural causes and the animal choked

after putting Number noun in its mouth in grief.
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